WEBSITE TERMS and CONDITIONS
This web site, (carellcorp.com) is a description of the products and services that Carell Corporation provides. The entire content of the carellcorp.com) site is owned and operated by Carell Corporation. Use of this web site is subject to the following terms and conditions.
By using this site you are agreeing to these terms. No material from this site or any web sites owned, operated, licensed or maintained by carellcorp may be copied, reproduced, republished, transmitted or distributed in any way or form, with the exception of downloading or printing one copy of the material for your own personal, non-commercial use only. Modification of any part of this web site or use of this web site for any other purpose is a violation of the Carell Corporation copyright. The use of any part of this web site on any other web site is prohibited unless written permission has been received from Carell Corporation. The illustrations and photographs shown in these relevant sections are under copyright to Carell Corporation and may not be used or reproduced in any way. The thoughts and opinions of our users or guest writers published on the site do not necessarily reflect the thoughts and opinions of carellcorp. Carellcorp.com provides links to third party sites to you only as a convenience and does not imply endorsement by Carell Corporation. Carell Corporation is also not responsible for the contents of any linked site or any link contained in a linked site, or changes or updates to such sites.
By using this site you agree to the above terms.
Copyright ©2017 Carell Corporation Reserves all rights. Carell Corporation, P.O. BOX 850, STAPLETON, AL 36578-0850, U.S.A.
Carell Corporation or Carell Corp. is your single source provider of superior quality bending machines and metal fabricating equipment designed for dependability and versatility. Carell Corp. provides and stocks; angle rolls, section benders, profile bending machines, CNC angle rolls, CNC section benders, CNC benders, ring rollers, pyramid rolls, universal roll benders, coiling machines, plate rolls, slip rolls, initial pinch rolls, three roll plate rolls, 3 roll plate rolls, four roll plate rolls, 4 roll plate rolls, cone rolling machines, hydraulic plate rolls, mechanical plate rolls, plate bending machines, hydraulic plate rolls, mechanical plate rolls, plate bending machines, ornamental bending machines, scroll benders, scrolling tools, bar twisters, picket twisting machines, ring forming machines, flange forming machines, fixed angle notchers, notching machines, corner notchers, variable angle notchers, rebar benders, rebar bending machines, rebar benders, rebar shears, rebar cutters, rebar fabricating machines, tube benders, pipe benders, CNC tube bending machines, mandrel benders, compression benders, rotary draw benders, bar working machines, horizontal presses, bulldozer presses, and manual benders. We manufacture and stock tools for plate roll bending, angle rolls, tube & pipe benders, custom & special tooling, section benders and more. We also carry the following brand names - Acrotech, Air Liquid, Cansa Makina, BPR Curvatrici, CBC, Comac, Eagle Bending Machines, Hyllus, Icaro, Isitan, Lucas, Macri, Memoli, Ofmer, OMCCA, Omera, Parmigiani, Pedrick, Sahinler, and Simasv.